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Abstract: Background: Recent studies suggest that clinically sound ventriculomegaly in dogs could
be a preliminary form of the clinically significant hydrocephalus. We evaluated changes of ventricular
volumes in awake functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) trained dogs with indirectly assessed
cognitive abilities over time (thus avoiding the use of anaesthetics, which can alter the pressure).
Our research question was whether ventricular enlargement developing over time would have any
detrimental effect on staying still while being scanned; which can be extrapolated to the ability to pay
attention and to exert inhibition. Methods: Seven healthy dogs, 2–8 years old at the baseline scan and
4 years older at rescan, participated in a rigorous and gradual training for staying motionless (<2 mm)
in the magnetic resonance (MR) scanner without any sedation during 6 minute-long structural MR
sequences. On T1 structural images, volumetric analyses of the lateral ventricles were completed by
software guided semi-automated tissue-type segmentations performed with FMRIB Software Library
(FSL, Analysis Group, Oxford, UK). Results and conclusion: We report significant enlargement for
both ventricles (left: 47.46 %, right: 46.07 %) over time while dogs retained high levels of attention
and inhibition. The results suggest that even considerable ventricular enlargement arising during
normal aging does not necessarily reflect observable pathological changes in behavior.
Keywords: awake canine neuroimaging; ventriculomegaly; hydrocephalus; attention; brain; MRI
1. Introduction
Hydrocephalus is an abnormal accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) that requires clinical
attention and may result in a diversity of neurological symptoms, including visual or auditory
impairment, seizures, incoordination, abnormal behavior such as depression, hyper-excitability,
and cognitive dysfunction [1–4].
Diagnosis of hydrocephalus in dogs is based on the assessment of the clinical presentation and
diagnostic imaging results, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). On the MR image, internal
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hydrocephalus can present with severe or moderate dilation of ventricles, mostly visible at the lateral
ventricles, and often with a well-observable hemispheric asymmetry [1,5,6]. Despite its characteristic
appearance on the MRI, however, diagnosis of internal hydrocephalus bares some challenges, as it
shares similar imaging features with a clinically silent ventriculomegaly [1,3,4,7,8]. It is important to
highlight that currently, there is still no consensus and no clearly defined delineation between these two
conditions. This ambiguity can make arriving to the diagnosis and clinical decisions difficult. Based on
the literature, ventricular enlargement is not always associated with clinical signs of hydrocephalus
or increased intracranial pressure. Enlarged ventricles have been described as a frequent normal
morphologic variation in brachycephalic dogs [3,5,9,10] and in Labrador retrievers [7], as well being
associated with normal aging [11–13]. Further, Thomas argued that any condition causing thinning
of the brain parenchyma, which ultimately leaves a vacant space to be filled by CSF, should not be
regarded as hydrocephalus [8].
In contrast, a recent study suggested that enlargement of the lateral ventricles seen in
brachycephalic dogs might be a consequence of periventricular loss of white matter tissue, due to
moderately or intermittently increased intracranial pressure provoking a temporary ischemic effect and
ultimately white matter loss [14]. The same research group also noted a reduced periventricular cerebral
blood perfusion in clinically sound dogs [15], shown to be decreased in humans with normal pressure
hydrocephalus as well [16,17]. They proposed that canine ventriculomegaly is not a physiological
variant of ventricular morphology as previously reported, but possibly a preliminary or arrested form
of internal hydrocephalus [14,15]. In ventriculomegaly, the accumulation of CSF and distention of the
ventricles may occur very slowly, which allows the brain to adapt to pathological changes, such as
periventricular parenchymal thinning and decreased perfusion. Further, to notice the detrimental
effects of ventriculomegaly in dogs, a long term accumulation of ischemic insults may be necessary [4].
It has been demonstrated that hydrocephalus in humans presents with progressive cognitive
decline and ultimately dementia [18]. As dogs appear to be an ideal model of hydrocephalus [1,19,20]
and of aging-related disorders [12,21–27], it is reasonable to predict that ventriculomegaly present in
dogs would result in cognitive or neurological decline over time as well.
To verify these postulations, follow-up studies examining ventricular volume and cognitive
performance are needed. To our knowledge, only a few follow-up MRI studies assessed ventricular
volume changes over time [12,24,28]. Two of these studies investigated ventricular enlargement
only for short time periods and in very young dogs (<90 weeks). Additionally, the animals of these
studies underwent drug therapies not relevant to hydrocephalus in both of these studies [24,28].
The third study examined healthy dogs between 8–11 years throughout 3 years and found progressive
ventricular enlargement with aging [12]. The cognitive abilities of the participating animals however
were not considered.
One of the challenges of MR imaging, particularly functional MRI (fMRI), is motion susceptibility.
Motion during the scanning time is measured in three directions and it cannot exceed a strict limit (e.g.,
2 mm in our previous studies) in order to acquire adequate image quality for functional and structural
scans. Fulfilling this task, which is staying completely motionless in the MR machine without any
sedation, necessitates a variety of cognitive skills, such as sustained attention (e.g., staying awake) and
inhibition (e.g., staying motionless up to 8 minutes regardless of the presented stimuli). Both attention
and inhibition are attributed to frontal lobe activity, and frontal lobe deficits have been shown to be the
earliest signs of hydrocephalus in humans [18]. In the present study we assessed ventricular volume
changes over a four-year period in fMRI trained dogs, that retained their ability to stay motionless
within the strict limits of our protocol, and thus presumably maintained a good status of their frontal
lobe functionality.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Aim of the Study
Our aim was to investigate whether lateral ventricle enlargement would be observable based on
MR measurements acquired from healthy dogs with a four-year-long lapse. Given that four years take
up a significant percentage of the canine lifespan, we predicted that such brain anatomy changes would
be observable in this longitudinal setting. Since all dogs included in the study retained their ability to
stay motionless during the MRI scan, we assumed that any observable ventricular enlargement would
not necessarily be associated with pathological changes in cognitive performance.
2.2. Subjects
Our subjects were fMRI trained dogs (three golden retrievers, and four border collies; four males,
three females) that underwent repeated structural and functional MRI examination and satisfied the
criteria of having at least two scans four years apart to secure a measurable change in volume and being
at least 6 years of age at the second scan. The latter criterion was based on previous literature showing
increased ventricular dilation after 6 years of age [11]. The average age at the baseline scanning was
46.3 ± 26 months with a range of 23–60 months, while the average age at the second scan was 96 ± 24
months with a range of 76–144 months. All animals were companion dogs (Figure 1) whose owners
volunteered to participate in the project and had been trained using methods fully compatible with
positive animal welfare following the national and European guidelines for animal care. Experimental
procedures were approved by the local ethical committee of organization of food safety and animal
health agency (Hungarian Directorate for Food Chain Safety and Animal Health XIV-I-001/520-4/2012,
Budapest, Hungary). All subjects were under private veterinary care with no reported physiological or
neurological disorder and vaccinated according to regulations.
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2.3. Training of the Dogs
Description of the training is published elsewhere in detail [29,30]. In short, dogs underwent
rigorous gradual training using positive reinforcement and social learning for at least 6 months. Using a
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mock scanner, they have learnt to climb on a ramp and to lie on the table motionless for gradually
increasing time, and got used to the headphones (Figure 2A). After acquiring these skills, the dogs
were trained in the actual scanner, were habituated to MR noise, got accustomed to the moving
table, and to the receiver coil placed on their heads (Figure 2B). Besides positive reinforcement in the
form of food and praise, social learning was also applied, which involved novice dogs observing a
trained dog performing the task and being rewarded (model-rival training). On average, the animals
needed 12 training sessions in the mock scanner and 7 in the MR machine before they could satisfy
the criteria of staying motionless (no more than 2 mm movement) during the 6 minute scanning
session. During the scanning, the dogs were not restrained and could leave the MR suite at any time.
The training was performed by the staff of the Family Dog Project at the Department of Ethology of
Eötvös Loránd University.
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Figure 2. Training of the dogs. During training, getting used to the headphones (A), and in the MR
scanner, learning to keep eye contact while lying motionless with headphones and the receiver coil
secured (B).
2.4. Imaging Technique and Analyses
The dat were coll t sing a 3 Tesla Philips Achiev scanner (Philips Medical Systems,
The Netherlands). As a surface coil, Philips S NSE Flex-M (Koninklijke Philips N.V., Amsterdam,
the Netherlands), a two circular ele ent syste as used; one as placed on the scanner table, while the
other was secured on the animal’s head. For the structural image Turbo Field Echo sequence was
used with the following parameters; repetition time (TR) = 9.9 s, time echo (TE) = 4.6 s; flip angle = 8◦;
field of view (FOV) = 255 × 255, slice number = 109 with 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 isovoxel spatial resolution,
and no gap.
During the scanning, the dogs’ handlers were in the scanner room to provide comfort. Motion was
measured on three planes: transverse, sagittal, and dorsal. The animals included in the study did not
move more than 2 mm in any direction.
Volumetric analysis of the right and left lateral ventricles were completed by software-guided
semi-automated tissue-type segmentation [31,32] using 0.333 mm off-line isovoxel resolution.
FAST (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain’s (FMRIB) Automated Segmentation Tool)
segments MR image of the brain into different tissue types (gray matter, white matter, CSF) based on
the inte sity of a given voxel, and creates probability models that help to determine tissue type around
the borders. The program uses bias field-correction for removing intensity variations across space
that may be present due to inhomogeneity of the radio-frequency field, applies spatial neighborhood
information, creates partial volume model, and based on the information, iterates the tissue type
segmentation. FAST is robust, reliable, and not sensitive to noise [33] (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) template of the brain. CSF segmentation on the sagittal (A),
transverse (B), and on the dorsal plane (C). On CSF template of the software, the area highlighted in
blue signifies the CSF or any other tissue that has the same intensity value. That includes the lateral
ventricles. Directions are referred as superior (S), inferior (I), posterior (P), anterior (A), left (L) and
right (R).
Based on the CSF segme tation templates, the lateral ventricles were manually delineated using
all three planes. The an verse plane w chosen as the primary dir ction (Figure 4B,E). The delineated
ventricles then were measured by counting the number of voxels (three-dimensional pixels).
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3-dimensional tracing. The lateral ventricles are traced separately, creating a template for each of them,
the volume of the templates then were calculated. Directions are referred as superior (S), inferior (I),
posterior (P), anterior (A), left (L) and right (R).
2.5. Morphology and Size of the Measured Brains
We eliminated false ventricular size differences due to brain shape and size differences by choosing
specific breeds for the study. Based on an ongoing canine brain bank project, the participating dogs,
golden retrievers, and border collies, had very similar brains in size and shape [34].
2.6. Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were completed using SPSSv25 (IBM software package, https://www.ibm.
com/products/spss-statistics). Changes in ventricular volumes over time were calculated using the
Friedman test. The Friedman test was chosen because of the mandatory criteria of parametric statistics,
including normal distribution of the data and homogeneous variance, were not met possibly due to
the small sample size. Accordingly, the result is better represented by the median than the mean.
The Friedman test is the non-parametric alternative of one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
repeated measures, in which one group is measured two or more times.
3. Results
A statistically significant difference between the baseline and rescan period was demonstrated for
both the left and the right sides (χ2 = 7.000 p = 0.008 each, Figure 5). One of the dogs had significantly
larger baseline and rescan lateral ventricles than the rest of the animals, but when this animal was
excluded, the difference remained still significant for both sides χ2 = 6.000 p = 0.014. Individual
enlargement of the lateral ventricles calculated in percentage revealed comparable overall enlargement
for both; left = 47.46 % and right = 46.07% sides. The results of the individual enlargements are
presented in Table 1. Finally, there were considerable individual variations regarding the size of the
lateral ventricles (Figure 6).
Table 1. Ventricle volumes (left and right) of the seven dogs presented individually and in sum.
The enlargement is expressed in percentage comparing volume measured at the 1st and the 2nd scan.
Ventricular Enlargement between 1st and 2nd Measurement of the 7 Dogs
Age in months at the time of the scan Enlargement in %
ID 1st 2nd left Right
1 39 82 61.96 24.04
2 27 78 48.32 86.10
3 60 115 44.21 46.60
4 99 144 6.45 11.33
5 44 95 70.77 0.34
6 23 76 41.52 56.15
7 32 80 58.98 97.92
Average 47.46 46.07
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4. Discussion
In line with our hypotheses, lateral ventricle enlargement was measurable and significant at the
four-year lapse mark on both sides. Unfortunately, our sample iz was small (N = 7) and therefore
nonparametric statistics were the only option, wh ch may have eroded some information, such as the
asymmetry of the enlargement of the two hemispheres (Table 1). When, however, expressed in average
percentage, it was 47.46% for the left and 46.07% for the right side for the seven dogs, which shows
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approximately similar vulnerability for both sides with marked individual differences. A previous
study noted a significant widening of the lateral ventricles over a 3 year period [12]. We chose a 4 year
mark to most possibly secure a measurable change in volume. The relatively old age of the animals,
particularly at the rescan (76 months), was also essential, as the genuine volume change should have
taken off only after 6 years of age (72 months) [11].
The work by Su and colleagues [12] is the only similar longitudinal study measuring ventricular
enlargement over the years. They reported a lot smaller (4.5%) lateral ventricle enlargement in 8–11 year
old dogs compared to our results; however, the methods of the two studies are not comparable. The first
important difference is that we expressed our enlargement in its actual volume, while in their study,
ventricular enlargement was reported as a lateral ventricle/cerebrum ratio. The second important
difference is the resolution of the MR images. While the previous study had 1.2–1.5 mm slice thickness,
our on-line slice thickness was 1 mm while our off-line was 0.33 mm, meaning that we had much
higher resolution enabling superior accuracy.
Although our sample size was small and we could not control for the effect of age in the statistical
analysis, individual variations in the magnitude of ventricular enlargement are still striking. It is
improbable that these individual variations are related to differences in brain size and shape as all
dogs included in the study, golden retrievers and border collies, were similar in these characteristics.
While ventricular enlargement seems to follow a predictable fashion as a function of age [11] our
sample suggests that individual variations diverging from the predictable age-related widening may
not be uncommon. For example, the oldest dog (99 months at baseline–144 months at rescan) had
the smallest enlargement. The extent of individual variations of the widening may be an important
consideration in clinical settings and reminds us of the need for additional behavioral assessments
apart from the currently exercised imaging procedures. Due to the applied fMRI training method
(described in detail by Andics et al. [29]), which is based on a positive reinforcement techniques (praises
and food rewards) and social learning (model-rival training), we ensured that the dogs are motivated
to cooperate and please the owner and the trainer (see the video abstract of the article [29], with the
information about the training from 2:00).
Even though the tested animals cannot be categorized as hydrocephalic dogs, the substantial
ventricular enlargement seen in six out of the seven animals may suggest that these animals would
present some neurocognitive deficit if ventriculomegaly was truly a preliminary form of hydrocephalus.
Neurocognitive implications of hydrocephalus or ventriculomegaly in dogs are still under investigation,
but in humans, several cognitive symptoms, including attention and inhibition insufficiencies, have been
confirmed to be hallmarks of hydrocephalus [18]. The animals in our study were not directly tested
for such capacities, but their ability to stay in the MR scanner with minimal motion (<2 mm) during
scan and rescan strongly suggests a high functioning attention and inhibition system. Based on the
current result, the notion of retaining high functioning in cognitive tasks despite substantial ventricular
enlargement is also important in a point of view of clinical decisions and therapy, particularly when
only neuroimaging data are available.
Apart from neuroimaging, to our knowledge, the other currently available clinical procedure
when ventriculomegaly or hydrocephalus is suspected is neurological testing. Although these clinical
assessments are invaluable, they can only measure crude behavioral or neurological impairments,
such as gait abnormalities, house soiling, disorientation, sleep-wake cycle disturbances, and interaction
changes [35], reflecting significant irreversible brain tissue damage already being present at that point.
In order to detect the commencement of age-related cognitive decline, the covert manifestation of these
disturbances or the lack of them, more sensitive neurocognitive measures tapping on early signs of
hydrocephalus or ventriculomegaly are needed. We attempted to indirectly assess certain cognitive
skills, such as attention and inhibition, and only included dogs that seemed to be intact regarding these
skills based on their motion parameters while being scanned. In the future, further studies are needed
to directly assess all cognitive functions that can be affected in ventriculomegaly, and to test how they
are related to anatomical MR data.
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This study is the first to measure the volume of the lateral ventricles in their normal anatomical
position in conscious dogs. Although volumetric measurements could be more precise with long
scanning sessions (e.g., 20–30 minute sequences), due to gaining better contrast and higher resolution
on MR images, these types of imaging however necessitate the anesthesia of the animal. Anesthetics,
such as propofol and isoflurane, but also the sheer position of the sleeping animal have intracranial
pressure modifying properties [36–38] and may influence the volumetric outcome of the ventricles.
In conclusion, this study testifies significant individual variations in ventricle size and variability
in the extent of the enlargement. Further, our study points out that even with considerable
ventriculomegaly, the neurocognitive function can stay intact. This is the first study that measures
ventricle volume changes over time in conscious dogs without the potential altering effect of anesthesia.
These results hold valuable information in clinical settings when arriving to proper diagnosis and
treatment plan based on neuroimaging data. Finally, the current study highlights the need for the
development of sensitive neurocognitive measures that can be also applied in animal clinics.
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